“To Sir with Love,” Academic Colloquium

Vocalist Siri Vik was accompanied by additional LCC Music faculty including guitarist Mike Denny, Seth Mulvihill on keyboards, Olem Alves, guitar, Randy Rollofson, drums and Nathan Waddell, bass. Music Lab coordinator, Alberto Redondo, engineered the recording of the concert.

FPD Programs:
- Faculty Inquiry Groups
- Discipline Contact Grants
- Paid Sabbaticals
- Unpaid Sabbaticals
- Professional Activities Funding
- Faculty Connections
- Academic Connections
- Teaching Squares
- Teaching Pairs
- Class observations & feedback

For more information about any of these programs, please visit the FPD website at: http://lanecc.edu/fpd

or contact: Adrienne Mitchell, FPD Coordinator, mitchella@lanecc.edu, x5871

Coming this Spring: Teaching Squares and Pairs

The Teaching Squares program is designed to improve teaching skills and build community through a non-threatening process of classroom or online observation and shared reflection.

The process involves the best aspect of peer evaluation — observation and discussion — while excluding judgment and evaluation. Participants in a square learn about the best practices of other faculty in order to improve their own teaching.

All participants will receive a $300 stipend.

Who is involved?

A Teaching Square is a group of four faculty members...
More Faculty Professional Development Programs

* Interested in giving an academic and/or artistic presentation on campus? FPD’s Academic Colloquia program sponsors these talks, and presenters are awarded a $300 honorarium. Find details and the proposal form at https://www.lanecc.edu/fpd/academic-colloquia

* Would you like to attend a conference, take a course, or study online? FPD offers up to $3000 for such expenses (including registration, travel, food, lodging, etc.) every three years for eligible faculty members through our Professional Activities Program. All contracted faculty as well as part-time faculty with an annual average of .2FTE and one year teaching at Lane are eligible. Details and the online application are available at: https://www.lanecc.edu/fpd/grants/professional-activities-short-term-leave

* Would you like to get involved in a faculty-led program? Join your colleagues! FPD welcomes interested faculty members to serve on one of our many committees. Please contact Coordinator, Adrienne Mitchell to volunteer.

* Would you like confidential feedback on your teaching? Experienced faculty with teaching expertise are available to observe your classes and meet with you to provide feedback and mentorship afterward. Find out more at: https://www.lanecc.edu/fpd/classrooms-observations

Nathan Waddell’s lecture began with an overview of British Music Hall, Rock and Roll, the Mods, Beat Music, and Swinging London, followed by a detailed history of Lulu’s working class background in Scotland and her contributions in music. The presentation culminated in a remarkable performance of “To Sir with Love” for a standing-room-only crowd.

Audience members had a chance to observe a live recording session to boot!

“YOU MUST BE THE CHANGE YOU WANT TO SEE IN THE WORLD.”
—Mahatma Gandhi
FPD By the Numbers...

*Need funds for professional memberships and journal subscriptions? Disciplines can apply for up to $750 per year for memberships and subscriptions. More information is available at: https://www.lanecc.edu/fpd/grants/discipline-contact-grants

*Coming up: JS Bird and Susan Lowdermilk present artwork from their sabbaticals April 4 at 3:00 in building 10 atrium.

What people are saying:
“It was stimulating.”
“It was very beneficial actually sitting in on others’ classes. I enjoyed seeing how they managed their classroom and discussions as seeing different teaching techniques…I definitely will recommend this program to other teachers… Also, since this program was not based on evaluating each other, it was easy to talk about what we learned and different teaching approaches.”

“Our dinner together included a very rich conversation.”

FPD Programs:
- Faculty Inquiry Groups
- Discipline Contact Grants
- Paid Sabbaticals
- Unpaid Sabbaticals
- Professional Activities Funding
- Faculty Connections
- Academic Colloquia
- Teaching Squares
- Teaching Pairs
- Class observations & feedback

For more information about any of these programs, please visit the FPD website at: http://lanecc.edu/fpd or contact:
Adrienne Mitchell, FPD Coordinator mitchella@lanecc.edu, x5871

Registration & More Info:
The Teaching Squares and Teaching Pairs Programs will continue Spring ’16—Register by March 4.

Teaching Pairs Contact:
Meredith Keene-Wilson Keene-wilsonm@lanecc.edu

Teaching Squares Contact:
Adrienne Mitchell mitchella@lanecc.edu
Thank Your FPD Committees

The success of FPD lies with its committees. Faculty Professional Development would like to thank the following committee members for their dedication in serving the faculty of Lane Community College.

**FPD Oversight:**
- Jay Frasier, LLC
- Berri Hsiao, Math
- Katie Morrison-Graham, Science
- Satoko Motouji, Art
- Jim Salt, LCCEA
- Susan Shipp, Counseling
- Trish Tully, Nursing
- Adrienne Mitchell, FPD

**Faculty Inquiry Groups:**
- Paul Bunson, Science
- Aliscia Niles, ABSE
- Larry Scott, BCIT

**Teaching Pairs/Squares:**
- Meredith Keene-Wilson, Media Arts
- Adrienne Mitchell, FPD

**Faculty Connections:**
- Liz Coleman, Coordinator
- Jessica Knoch, Math
- David Leung, Social Science

**Professional Activities:**
- Adrienne Mitchell, ALS
- Rosemarie Tillman, LLC
- Wendy Simmons, Health & PE
- Dan Welton, Arts

**Class Observations:**
- Judy Boozer, Business
- Susan Reddoor, ALS
- Michael Sámano, Social Science
- Lu Warner, ABSE

**Academic Colloquia:**
- Aryn Bartley, LLC
- Andrea Ciaston, Art
- Liz Coleman, Tutoring

**Paid Sabbatical Leave:**
- JS Bird, Art
- Jen Ferro, Library
- Marge Helzer, Social Science
- Tracy Henninger-Willey, ESL
- Matt Luke, LLC

**Unpaid Sabbatical Leave:**
- Jeffrey Borrowdale, Social Science
- Susan Reddoor, ALS

**FPD Coordinator and Chair of Committees:**
- Adrienne Mitchell

**Administrative Coordinator:**
- Lesley Stine, Math

**ASA Designee to all FPD committees:**
- Dave Oatman, BCIT

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed it is the only thing that ever has.”

—MARGARET MEAD